Year 3
End of Term 4
We would like to start off by saying a big well done for settling back into school so well
this term. You have worked so hard to ensure your learning has continued easily.
We really enjoyed all of your learning about ‘The Iron Man’ and seeing all of your
fantastic art work and writing you created. We were especially impressed with your
onomatopoeia poetry and the musical performances which came with these. We also
loved how well you engaged with our other book ’The Tin Forest’ and were blown away by your
fantastically emotive diary entries which linked to this.
You have understood fractions well and engaged with the practical and
written aspects when learning this. Well done for all of your hard work!
Mr Knight and Miss Steward

Term 5!
We are very excited to introduce next terms theme to you and
cannot wait to see your amazing work in this. We will be learning
about ‘Tribal Tales!’ This is a very historical theme where we will
go back in time to the Stone age, Bronze age and Iron age!
We will be creating some fantastic factual pieces of writing in
your Literacy lessons. I wonder if you will share some of these
facts with your adults?
In Maths, we are thrilled to be continuing to learn more about fractions, also beginning some more work
on time. We cannot wait to see how much you already know and then deepen this knowledge with you!
In Science, we will be beginning a new topic called ‘Light’’ This will enable us to learn all about light and
dark, create some shadows and even try to guess the shadow!
As you know, as well as our theme of ‘Tribal Tales’ we also have three words to
focus on within this. This term, those words will be ‘Pride, Contribution and
Beauty.’ I wonder if you can have a go at finding out the definitions of these
words before we return to school?
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Both our knowledge organiser and glossary of key
vocabulary are available by clicking here.

red@queenborough.kent.sch.uk
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Twitter:

Tier 2 Vocabulary:


Social



Furthermore

MissStewardQSN



Logic



Tradition

JKnight05107852



Generations



Village



Enforce



Movement



Trace



Election



Social



Community



Erode

PE Days:
We ask that PE kits are in every day, but for reference:
Green Class– Monday and Tuesday.
Red Class– Monday and Wednesday.

